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Any college or university can offer an
academic programme in Surveying, which
involves conducting various surveys and

observing the principles of surveying. This
could be one of the choice career options

for the interested candidates. This could be
as a researcher, a teacher, a lecturer etc.

Introduction to total station.- Accuracy and
elements of systems. Survey types of total
station:- Traditional, CWS, Orbiter, transits,

laser, electronic. Modern surveying
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methods: Principles and types of E.D.M.
Instruments. GPS and Global Navigation

Satellite Systems. Navigation and
Navigation Principles. Law of constant

progress: Terrain dependent errors and
their effects on survey accuracy,

tacheometry chain error and problems,
tacheometry chain conditions, chain

evaluation and check and check, unfold and
check, chain splitting, chain damage and
errors, chain grating, chain length, testing
chain with a standard instrument, chaining
chain with standard instrument, distance
chaining, double chain, gage error. Well

conditioned Triangle: Conditions for
triangle, ellipse and circle, arc and tangent

triangles, absolute, relative, central,
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cassegrain, Urbain, Wulff and Ditken
triangles.Tacheometry chain

methods:-Tacheometry ellipse triangle
method, chords and centrepoint method,

Tacheometry straight line
method.Tacheometry chain and

triangulation methods:-Tacheometry chain
method, treading a course. Tacheometry

chord and centrepoint
methods:-Tacheometry central point

method, Tacheometry chords and central
point method. Multi-tacheometric chain and

triangulation methods:-and triangulation
methods for surface triangulation.
Tacheometry triangle and point

method:Triangle derived from point
triangulation. Tacheometry triangle and
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centroid method. Tacheometry triangle and
centrepoint triangulation:-Triangle,

hodograms, triangulation, Tacheometry
triangle, centrepoint triangulation,
Tacheometry triangle and chords,

Tacheometry chord and central point
triangulation, Tacheometry chord and

centrepoint triangulation, Tacheometry
central point method, Tacheometry chords

and central point method, Tacheometry
chord triangulation, Tacheometry central
point triangulation. Tacheometry line and

point triangulation:- Tacheometry triangles
derived from linear triangulation.
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Navigation Principles. Law of constant
progress: Terrain dependent errors and

their effects on survey accuracy,
tacheometry chain error and problems,

tacheometry chain conditions, chain
evaluation and check and check, unfold and

check, chain splitting, chain damage and
errors, chain grating, chain length, testing
chain with a standard instrument, chaining
chain with standard instrument, distance
chaining, double chain, gage error. Well

conditioned Triangle: Conditions for
triangle, ellipse and circle, arc and tangent

triangles, absolute, relative, central,
cassegrain, Urbain, Wulff and Ditken

triangles.Tacheometry chain
methods:-Tacheometry ellipse triangle
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method, chords and centrepoint method,
Tacheometry straight line

method.Tacheometry chain and
triangulation methods:-Tacheometry chain
method, treading a course. Tacheometry

chord and centrepoint
methods:-Tacheometry central point

method, Tacheometry chords and central
point method. Multi-tacheometric chain and

triangulation methods:-and triangulation
methods for surface triangulation.
Tacheometry triangle and point

method:Triangle derived from point
triangulation. Tacheometry triangle and

centroid method. Tacheometry triangle and
centrepoint triangulation:-Triangle,

hodograms, triangulation, Tacheometry
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triangle, centrepoint triangulation,
Tacheometry triangle and chords,

Tacheometry chord and central point
triangulation, Tacheometry chord and

centrepoint triangulation, Tacheometry
central point method, Tacheometry chords

and central point method, Tacheometry
chord triangulation, Tacheometry central
point triangulation. Tacheometry line and

point triangulation:- Tacheometry triangles
derived from linear triangulation.
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